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— CHAPTERi —

ABSTRACT
in many systems log information concerning event timing is available. Information
about the performance of the system is concealed within this log information. This
thesis describes a method to extract the performance information, using data mining
techniques. In order to extract performance information, we need to detect at which
moment a system reacts slow.

The first technique applied to detect outliers is anomaly detection. We make use of an
algorithm called Smartsifter, which uses Gaussian Mixture Models to maintain models
of a distribution of the input data. Each time a new data point is added, the model is
updated. A score is calculated out of the change of the model, if this score is above
some threshold, an outher is reported. The next step is to classify the concurrent sit-
uations. Using Relevance Learning Vector Quantization we create so-called prototype
vectors and relevance vectors, from which we can deduct which events are important
for which class membership. We implemented this framework in a prototype applica-
tion, and set it to work at a 40 gigabyte large database of time log information, which
was extracted from the Deloitte IN Vision framework. From the results of the prototype
application we can conclude that we can implement a performance measure frame-
work using data mining techniques, which extracts system performance information
from log timing information. For Deloitte INVision, a better timeout procedure can be
developped using this technique.
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• CHAPTER ii I

PREFACE

With the introduction of larger and faster information systems, more information is
processed within the same time. This leads to an enormous amount of data containing
a huge amount of knowledge about the systems. Information retrieval from large data
stores is considered to be the field of data mining and knowledge discovery, which
is becoming increasingly popular due to its great advantages such as better insight.
For Deloitte, data mining techniques are used to determine performance information
for a web-based application called Deloitte INVision. With the help of information
retrieval and statistical algorithms, an environment has been setup which is capable
of delivering the performance information about the system, in order to improve error
detection.

This thesis concludes the master research that has been carried out at the Enterprise
Risk Services (ERS) department of Deloitte, under the supervision of mr. J. Groenewold
(Deloitte). The research has been carried out over a period of 7 months, from March
2006 until the end of September 2006. The thesis first describes how the research took
place, what kind of systems we are dealing with, and how the data is retrieved such a
way that no company policies are neglected. After sketching this, using the appropriate
statistical algorithms, a theoretical solution for the problem will be introduced, and
with the help of a prototype, a solution will be presented and validated.

This thesis mostly aims at scientific readers, who are interested in the field of perfor-
mance information measures and retrieval out of large information systems. Although
the presented solution is unique for Deloitte, similar problems could be tackled using
a somewhat similar solution. For this purpose the ideas are introduced as generic as
possible to encourage further research.
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CHAPTER iii

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
This research thesis contains the research results of a 7 month research trail at the En-
terprise Risk Services department of Deloitte. Within this department a web based tool
called Deloitte IN Vision is used and developed as a framework for audits, benchmarks
and surveys.

The Deloitte INVision framework serves up to 6000 users each day, and the number
of supported users is growing. In order to make predictions about the system behav-
ior when the number of users (and inherently the rate of concurrency) is increased, a
research has been set up to determine performance information about the system. Be-
cause the information within the system is confidential, a log-mechanism has been im-
plemented in the Deloitte INVision engine, which is the core of the system. Using data
mining techniques this research tries to extract information from the log information.

In an infinite series of events, how can we determine which events are outliers, and how can we
predict combinations of concurrent processed events which cause exceptional processing times,
using log-based event timing information.

The main research question contains the performance questions and concentrates on
outlier detection and database and locking problems, which might be solved by the
application programmers. To support the main research questiqn three research sub-
questions are introduced:

• Qi: For each transaction, how can determine which points are outliers using a
dynamic measure to approach the normal transaction time in some time frame

• Q2: What is the relation between events processed concurrently and events pro-
cessed sequential

• Q3: How can we find out if an anomalous event duration within a concurrent set
of events can be due to resource conificts or other problems.

In order to solve the research subquestions and the main research question, various
data mining techniques were explored.

The presented solution for the main research problem should be as generic as possible,
so a flexible solution of three components was chosen. First concurrency is detected,
by comparing event starting and ending times. Secondly an anomaly detection algo-
rithin is used to detect anomalous points. In order to provide a dynamic solution, the
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anomaly detection algorithm of Yamanishi ([YamOO]) was chosen, which uses Gaus-
sian Mixture Models to maintain models of the distributions of the data input points.
Lastly a classification algorithm was used to classify the concurrent states1. Relevance
Learning Vector Quantization ([BHSvT]) seemed to do the trick.

The solution which was introduced has been implemented in a prototype application,
and has been tested on two large real datasets from the Deloitte INVision framework.
The results show the concurrency detection, the outlier detection and classification al-
gorithm operate well, although the results of classification do not exactly satisfy the
third sub question. The prototype uses a small amount memory and computes the
results fast.

The tests of the prototype showed that the results of a large dataset does not differ a lot
from the results of a small dataset.

Recapitulating, the solution presented in this research paper fits well to detect concur-
rency, and to determine outliers within the input data. The classification works well,
although some more data mining techniques should be applied to present more de-
tailed performance information. For Deloitte the prototype is very useful because it
delivers more detailed error information.

'A state is a concurrent situation in which different function calls are running at the same time
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
"Computers are useless. They can only give you answers." Pablo Picasso

This chapter introduces the system environment of Deloitte IN Vision, the problem con-
text, and gives some background information

1.1. Background

The need for better and more detailed performance information concerning
company critical applications is growing extensively, while determining this
information is a very complex task.

For about six months, with the co-operation of others, a solution has been suc-
cessfully completed for a specific case of this problem in the context of the En-
terprise Risk Services department of Deloitte in the Netherlands. Though moti-
vation, goal and focus lay on different aspects for those involved, this document
describes the communication and research accomplishments of the project, and
suggests ideas for further research and similar projects.

1.1.1. Accountancy

The profession of accountancy exists since the early days of human agriculture
and civilization, when the need to maintain accurate records of the quantities
and relative values of agricultural products first arose. Since the 17th century
the science of accounting was highly appreciated. Accountancy consists of the
measurement, disclosure or provision of assurance about information that helps
decision makers with their resource allocation decisions. Financial accounting is
one branch of accounting, and is involved in the processes which record, sum-
marize, classify and communicate the financial information about a business.
Audit is a related separate discipline, which involves the process whereby an
independent auditor examines an organization's financial statements and ac-
counting records in order to express an opinion about the truth, fairness and
adherence to general accounting principles of all the materials. A sub-branch of
the principle is risk-auditing, in which the auditor tasks are mainly focused on
the enterprise risks.
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1.1.2. Sarbanes-Oxley

Since the Wall-street scandals' in 2002, the American Congress has established
the "Sarbanes-Oxley" Act. This Act covers issues such as establishing a pub-
lic company accounting oversight board, auditor independence, corporate responsibil-
ity and enhanced financial disclosure. It was designed to improve the out-dated
legislative audit requirements, and is considered one of the most significant
changes to the United States securities law since the New Deal2 in the 1930s.
The act gives additional powers and responsibilities to the US Securities and
Exchange Commission.

1.1.3. Deloitte IN Vision

To comply to this Act, Deloitte has envised an web based application platform
called Deloitte IN Vision, which provides support for benchmarks, performance
measures, surveys and audits. It supports accountants and auditors during
their auditing tasks. Especially in the risk consulting and risk auditing Deloitte
INVision is useful compliance tool. The Sarbanes-Oxely act devises the accoun-
tants to deliver risk management approval certificates to companies in order to
make them conform to the law, and Deloitte IN Vision is a perfect tool to support
them..

The power of Deloitte INVision, is that it is capable to register a complete audit
trail, or the audit actions within a industrial process. Each action within the au-
dit trail can be assigned as an activity which has to be accorded in the tool. This
way the complete industrial process (with all activities) can be elaborated in the
tool, and all activities can be accredited by responsible persons. This capability
makes Deloitte INVision very useful for auditors, who model the complete au-
dit trail in Deloitte INVision, and then perform a verified audit for a customer.
Deloitte INVision is used within Deloitte itself, but also sold to customers as an
internal audit control.

Deloitte INVision is the playground and basis of this master research project.
Deloitte INVision consists of a 4-tier model: A Database component, a Knowl-
edge component, a Web component for on line access, and a Browser at client
side. The system is based on standard Microsoft Technology and the hardware

'Major corporate and accounting scandals including those affecting Enron, lyco International, and
WorldCom

2The New Deal: the name given to the series of programs implemented between 1933-37 under President
Franklin D. Roosevelt with the goal of relief, recovery and reform of the United States economy during
the Great Depression
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is outsourced to a third party. There are multiple servers running the Deloitte
IN Vision framework in a distributed environment.

1.2. Goal

An important question for Deloitte INVision administrators is how the system
will react to an increase of users. How does the relation between the number
of users and the hardware requirements look like. Does twice the amount of
hardware also mean twice the amount of supportable users? Applying data
mining techniques on the system log data might give us more insights on how
this performance measures look like. Also, at the moment, whenever a function
call takes longer than three seconds, it is reported as an error. But could we do
better, and provide better error reports using a technique to dynamically find
out the maximum duration of a function call. The results of this research might
be interesting for application programmers and system administrators.

1.3. Problem Environment

As described in the section 1.1, Deloitte INVision is a framework which is based
on a 4-Tier model, consisting of Microsoft software technology. The system
architecture consists of a Microsoft SQL Server as data store, an Application
Server, a Microsoft Internet Information Server, and an Internet Explorer browser
at the client-side; the 4-Tier model suits well for an application for Audit pur-
poses, the data store is the heart of the application.

In the production environment the system is rolled out using multiple servers,
and a large data store for the database management system. Currently it serves
approximately 6000 users during their daily (audit) tasks. A failure of the sys-
tem will result in many users not being able to do their activities, which in its
turn results in company dis-performance. This makes the system a critical system.

The system has been developed and built on top of native Microsoft Windows
Tethnolog the Deloitte INVision engine, which is the main component, has a
C++ implementation and the database is of the type OLE-DB3. When the system
is started the Deloitte INVision engine is loaded as a Dynamic Link Library in
the Web-server.

To provide dynamic behavior in the content delivered to the users, the Inter-

3OLE-DB : Object Linking and Embedding Database
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net Information Server uses ASP4 technology to handle the web requests of the
users. The dynamic ASP pages call functions on the COM interfaces of the De-
loitte INVision Engine running at the application server. A screen shot of how
a web page in the Deloitte INVision environment looks like is shown in figure
1.1. The left part of the screen contains a tree in which several items, which are
called dossiers, are shown. When a user clicks a button, or adds text to the text
a button, logic is carried out, and transactions are executed.
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Figure 1.1.: A screen-shot of a solution in the Deloitte INVision framework

The Deloitte INVision engine has interfaces to handle different types of re-
quests, runs the logic required, and accommodates the specific queries (or call
stored procedures) to the data store. The Deloitte INVision engine has been set-
up in such a way that it is able to handle multiple instances of the framework
at once (an instance of the framework is called a Solution). For each solution a
so-called solution-object is created in memory. These objects deal with all pro-
cessing concerning a specific solution. A solution-object of a solution is able to
create transaction-objects which are able to handle different actions on the data
of the solution.

Each solution in the Deloitte INVision framework is built using a Knowledge

4Active Server Pages
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Figure 1.2.: The structure of the engine: Dossier, Application, Solution and Transaction
objects

Specification Tool (KST). The KST uses XML5 to define so-called packs. These
packs are blueprints for the run-time pages which can be created in a solu-
tion within the Deloitte INVision framework. These runtirne pages are called
Dossiers, and consist of the fields which were defined in the packs, combined
with the data which was added by the users during runtime. Each pack con-
sists of a set of fields, which are uniquely identified by their KST-ID. In run-time
one or more dossiers can be created using the blueprint which was specified in
the packs. Each solution has one or more packs as blueprint for the dossiers. So
packs are created during construction time, and dossiers during run-time.

When a transaction-object of a specific solution-object needs a specific dossier,
it asks the solution-object for the dossier. The solution-object returns the spe-
cific dossier-object from memory, or creates a new dossier-object in memory in
which the dossier is loaded from the database. The solution-object keeps track
of open dossier-objects. When consumed memory of a solution becomes too
large, the dossier-objects which have not been used for a while are released.

Another important task of the engine is to manage the user authentication, and
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Figure 1.3.: The structure: Solution, Dossier, Pack

access to specific solutions and dossiers.

The data store, which is modeled by a Microsoft SQL Server Database Man-
agement System contains all the data for each solution in a database. In the
Database Management System a Meta data Model is used to model the solu-
tion specific data. The design and the data of each solution are incorporated
in the meta data model, so the set of database tables is for each solution iden-
tical. Each database has many indexes and triggers to support faster database
reactions and the possibility to use sophisticated functions at database level.

Every time a function within the Deloitte IN Vision engine has been invoked, the
start time, and the time the function needs to complete is recorded and stored in
a special Log-database. There is a difference in function duration when the re-
sults can be read directly from memory, and when the results have to be fetched
from the database. In the Deloitte INVision engine functions that are executed
by other functions are logged separately, in order to prevent huge variations
in function durations. This way every Jinction call (or call) can be traced. This
Log-database is the basis for this research.

1.4. Outliers

In the Deloitte INVision framework, but also within the Microsoft SQL server,
the web-server and the system hardware, problems may occur which result in
incorrect or slow system behavior. The detection of occurrence of these prob-
lems is difficult whilst the number of users working with the Deloitte IN Vision
framework is considerable. The monitoring of the current system status can be
accomplished in three different areas:

6
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• User Interaction: When a user sends a remark about the system being
dilatory, system administrators check the current status of the system.

• Continuous Load Monitoring: The hardware systems running the De-
loitte INVision framework are continuously monitored. If system load is
too high or system errors occur, the system is examined by system admin-
istrators and eventually can be restarted.

• Log based Monitoring: The problem of the previous two strategies is that
when a problem occurs, in most cases the cause of the problem is not clear
because of the complexity of the Deloitte INVision framework. Log based
monitoring uses the system log files to analyze how the current status of
the system is and in case of problems, report to the system administrators.
Log based Monitoring also points out directly to the cause of the misbe-
havior.

When problems are detected they can be divided in two categories:

• Failure : The state of the system is in such a way the system needs to
reconfigure in order to continue to function normally.

• Resource Conflicts: The system is in a waiting state or the system is run-
ning a source-demanding process which blocks other processes, which re-
sults in reduced system throughput.

In case of system failure, the state of the system is intolerable, and the system
needs to restart. System failure is most often caused by bad programming and
hardware failure. Installing fail-safe hardware and testing the software rigor-
ously in advance are ways to reduce the risk of system failure. Although system
failure is solvable in most cases, the system often need to reconfigure or reboot
to continue functioning.

In case of resource conificts, some process is waiting for another process hold-
ing a resource, resulting in reduced performance. In most cases when the first
process releases the resource the performance increases again. Detecting the
cause of these resource conificts is very difficult and it is hard to do this by load
monitoring or user interaction.

In the current environment of the Deloitte INVision framework resource con-
flicts and system failure can originate in many points of the system. Because
the system depends on hardware and software of third parties, only a specific
range of problems can be addressed to the Deloitte iNVision engine itself.

7



1. Network Connection: Due to congestion or broken network connections
clients might not be able to receive or transfer the information.

2. Web server Caching: The web server and the web browser use caching in
order to retrieve the information which the user requested faster, but these
caches may present obsolete information.

3. Hardware Caching: Caching in the system hardware results sometimes in
fast completion times, but could also present long completion times due to
cache misses. Hardware caching is fixed in the hardware or the operating
system.

4. Database Management Policies: The database management system uses
policies to handle different incoming calls to its databases. The database
management system is tuned to perform good in common situations, but
specific situations may occur in which it adds considerable overhead re-
sulting in long waiting times.

5. Deloitte IN Vision Caching: The Deloitte INVision engine uses an inter-
nal cache to temporarily store results (dossiers) from the database manage-
ment system. In some cases this scheme might not be suitable, resulting in
long waiting times due to cache misses. But because functions are regis-
tered separately in the log database, if a cache miss occurs, the cache miss
is not added to the completion time of the function in the log database, but
registered as a separate function.

6. Database Locking and Conflicts: In a concurrent database environment,
functions can read and modify the same data at the same time. To pre-
vent faulty situations, functions might lock a database in order to keep the
data consistent. These locking mechanisms could coincide with each other
resulting in long waiting times, or failure of certain functions.

Database Locking and Conflicts (problem 6) is the only problem we can inves-
tigate in the context of this research. Due to the fact that we only have system
data from the log database, in which minimal information considering the sys-
tem state is logged (section 1.5), we can not conclude anything about the other
problems. Problem 1 till 5 transcend the information contained in the log data,
and we would need more data to conclude anything about them. Nevertheless,
researching Database and Locking Conflicts contributes to the goal (section 1.2)
which the research tries to fulfill.

8



1.5. Log data

Due to the fact that the information contained in the Deloitte INVision frame-
work is considered confidentially, the possibilities to log the peculiarities of each
function is limited. And due to the fact that there is only one log database,
the information within the log database is chronological order, and contains
the information about all functions of all solutions within the Deloitte IN Vision
framework.

Although the amount of information contained in each log entry is limited, the
following fields are available for analysis (see table 1.1).

STARTDATE Information about the exact starting date of the function.
L0GFuNCALLID The unique identifier of the function, this is a large integer.
L0GID An unique identification belonging to the parent function of the

current function. Sometimes a function starts other functions,
the parent function id is then registered in the Logld.

PAcKID For some functions more information is logged concerning
specific packs within a solution.

KSTID The identification of the field, cell, row or document type
from the Knowledge Specification Tool6.
This value is only present for certain functions
which operate on dossiers.

CALLNAME The exact name of the function (or call) which was invoked
by a user action.

SOLUTION The name of the solution the function was operating on.
STARTTIME The exact start time of the function, registered in milliseconds.
MICROSECONDS The exact duration of the function, registered in microseconds,

in the scope of the Deloitte INVision engine.

Table 1.1.: The information contained in each log entry

With the help of this information, the challenge is to find the solution for the
problems which are discussed in the next chapter.

9



CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH PROBLEM

This chapter describes the main research problem of this thesis.

In the previous chapter an overview has been given about how the Deloitte IN-
Vision framework is constructed, and which information is recorded in the log
database. Also parts of the system in which failure or resource conificts could
originate are pointed out. The result of this research should not only commu-
nicate something bad is happening, but should also try to provide system op-
erators with more detailed information concerning the nature of the problems.
Considering the number of causes which could result in system failure or con-
fficts, and considering the minimal amount of available information it is impos-
sible to discover the cause of all problems.

The first question one might ask, is what the normal behavior for the system is.
What is the normal time an operation of type A takes, and how long does it
take for a query of type B to return? Due to the ever changing state of the
system these times are not fixed and cannot be modeled by a simple value. In
order to solve this problem we need a technique which returns normal behavior
but does this highly dynamic and time dependent. When the normal behavior is
determined, we could find out which events take relative long times.

The next question is how the operating times of equal transactions behave in
concurrent versus sequential operation. This information is highly usable for mak-
ing predictions on how the system will react when the load is increased (section
1.2), more people start using the system, or larger data-operations are required.
If we know how to determine normal behavior, then we might be able to de-
termine normal behavior in sequential operation, and in concurrent operation.
These both values can be compared, which tells us a little bit about the scalabil-
ity of the system when adding more users: what might happen when most of
the processing is done in concurrent operation.

Another important question concerning concurrency is if, and in what way,
concurrent processes affect each others operation times. This information can
be used to implement efficient resource sharing and locking strategies for the
system, and also an optimal processing order could be implemented using this
information, which results in the best possible processing order. This is the most
challenging problem. If we are able to somehow detect classes of concurrent op-

10
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Figure 2.1.: Some function calls (or events) discriminate different classes

2.1. Generalizability

The solution to the research problem should be generic. It should be applicable
for log based systems which are similar to the Deloitte INVision framework.
We could set up problem preconditions which are mandatory in order to use
the solution which is presented in this research paper.

'State: A measuring point at which we look at all the events which are currently in execution.

11

eration, we can find out which functions within concurrent operation result in a
membership of a certain class. In figure 2.1 four example states1 are depicted to
show how some function calls (or events) could discriminate different classes.
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Concurrency The current system has operations
which are handled concurrently.

— Log-based The event information is logged,
including the duration of each event.

— Resource Sharing The systems allows operations to interfere
with each other, resources are shared.

Table 2.1.: General preconditions to use the solution presented in this research

2.2. RESEARCH QUESTION

The previous problems can be stated as the main research question:

IN AN INFINITE SERIES OF EVENTS, HOW CAN WE DETERMINE WHICH EVENTS
ARE OUTLIERS2, AND HOW CAN WE PREDICT COMBINATIONS OF CONCUR-
RENT PROCESSED EVENTS WHICH CAUSE EXCEPTIONAL PROCESSING TIMES,
USING LOG-BASED EVENT TIMING INFORMATION.

In order to answer the research question, a couple of sub questions have been
formulated.

2.2.1. Sub Questions

• For each transaction, how can determine which points are outhers using
a dynamic measure to approach the normal transaction time in some time
frame

• What is the relation between events processed concurrently and events
processed sequential

• How can we find out if an anomalous event duration within a concurrent
set of events can be due to resource conificts or other problems.

2Outliers: Anomalous events
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2.2.2. Approach

The search for answers to these research questions starts with literature re-
search; the main research question suggests excavating information about out-
liers or anomalies. In order to predict combinations of concurrent processed
events which cause exceptional times, we might look forother techniques which
are able to recognize patterns, classify data or duster data. These are well
known techniques to perform knowledge extraction on data. The next chap-
ter provides research information and previous work, and discusses the data
mining techniques which might be feasible for a solution.

13



CHAPTER 3

PREVIOUS WORK

This chapter will expand our knowledge concerning d/Jerent techniques and algorithms
used for data mining, which have been developed by many other researchers.

Many researchers have investigated the field of data mining and knowledge
discovery. Also system performance has been a subject of many scientific re-
searchers. There is a wide varity of algorithms and solutions to a huge collection
of data mining problems. Finding the right solution for this particular problem
is not a trivial task.

3.1. Anomaly Detection

To solve the first subquestion (see section 2.2.1), we need a technique to de-
termine points which lie far away from the other points. Points which are
"strange", the so called outliers or anomalous points.

Researchers all over the world have dug deep into this problem and as a result
many anomaly detection algorithms and techniques have been developed.[Lan991
uses a technique called Temporal Sequence Learning to learn sequences from
the data in order to detect which points are anomalous. Another technique
used is State-Based Anomaly detection [MicO2], which uses states to describe
how the system functions, unknown states result in anomalous points. [MinI
introduces a Cache-based Anomaly detection algorithm which uses structures
already created by the cache-protocol, where [SteO5] uses State Vector Machines
to search for sets which are less concentrated in order to determine anomalies.
[YamOOJ presents an algorithm which uses Gaussian Mixture Models to deter-
mine anomalous points.

Problem with most these techniques is that they are less suitable for the problem
which is discussed, although the Gaussian Mixture Models ([YamOO]) technique
is promising for a solution to the problem of the first sub question.

Another technique which might be interesting, and which is researched inten-
sively over the past decades is Data Clustering. Using data clustering it might
be possible to also detect clusters of data and then somehow detect anomalous
points. Data Clustering comes in many flavors.

14



3.2. Data Clustering

Clustering is one of the most widely used techniques to find discriminating
classes in huge amounts of data. There are many types of clustering algorithms,
but these can be divided in two main types of clustering:

• PARTIAL CLUSTERING LJak8O]: When partial clustering is used, all clus-
ters are determined at once. So a single loop through the data is enough.

• HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING: Hierarchical Clustering uses multiple passes
through the data. Successive clusters are found using previously estab-
lished clusters. Hierarchical clustering techniques can be bottom-up, or
top-down.

Clustering is considered to be a form of unsupervised learning.
An interesting and promising technique is incremental clustering [AshO6], [Can93],
which is based on the assumption that it is possible to consider data points one
at a time and assign them to existing clusters. A new data item is assigned to a
cluster without looking at the previously seen patterns. [PuzOO] uses histogram
clustering to optimize clusters, [SmyOOJ and [JiaO6] use Probibalistic Clustering
to determine the clusters. UiaO6] measure the deviation degree of a cluster in
order to determine if the point is anomalous, which is a similar technique as
[YamOO]. [SmyOOl use Cross-validated likelihood to cross validate the clusters,
thus creating a parameter free or unsupervised clustering algorithm. [KeoO4]
argues parameter free data mining is better. Also [TasO5] presents a solution for
unsupervised detecting clusters in dynamic surroundings using an extension
of the k-windows algorithm. [SurO5J introduces an unsupervised document
clustering algorithm. In order to account for time data [InnO5] introduces sea-
sonal clustering, and to deal with multi-dimensional data [MonO5J introduces
an algorithm which is able to detect clusters in multiple dimensions. Using
Coupled Clustering, [Mar03] tries to reveal equivalences (analogies) between
sub-structures of distinct composite systems that are initially represented by
unstructured data sets.

The two most well-know algorithms for clustering are K-Means [Mac67], which
is an supervised clustering algorithm, and Expectation Maximization [Dem77J
which is also a supervised clustering algorithm.

3.2.1. ExpectatIon Maximization

The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [Dem77] is an algorithm for
finding maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in probabilistic models,
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where the model depends on unobserved latent variables. EM alternates be-
tween performing an expectation (E) step, which computes an expectation of
the likelihood by including the latent variables as if they were observed, and a
maximization (M) step, which computes the maximum likelihood estimates of
the parameters by maximizing the expected likelihood found on the E step. The
parameters found on the M step are then used to begin another E step, and the
process is repeated.

3.2.2. K-Means

The K-Means algorithm [Mac67] is an algorithm to cluster objects based on at-
tributes into k partitions. It is a variant of the expectation-maximization al-
gorithm in which the goal is to determine the k-means of data generated from
Gaussian distributions. It assumes that the object attributes form a vector space.
Then the algorithm tries to minimize total intra-cluster variance.

Although clustering sounds as a feasible solution for the first subquestion, [LinO3J
states that Clustering of Streaming lime Series is meaningless (see [LinO3])
Clustering of streaming time series is completely meaningless. More concretely, clus-
ters ext racted from streaming time series are forced to obey a certain constraint that is
pathologically unlikely to be satisfied by any dataset, and because of this, the clusters
extracted by any clustering algorithm are essentially random.

Unfortunately we are dealing with sequential data which can be considered as
streaming time series. So we can might say a clustering technique does not suit
a feasible solution well.

3.3. Filtering

Filtering is a technique which also might be interesting in determining anoma-
bus points.

Many Digital Filters have been developed, which use mathematical formulas
to filter the input signal. If the input data is considered as the input signal,
we might be able to ifiter and only return the outliers. [SodO3J presents a filter
which uses time steps which can be adapted to suit the input data.
Although filtering might be a good solution for a lot of problems, due to the
randomness of the data, it is very difficult to write a filter which ifiters outliers
out effectively and correctly because filters are bound by mathematical models.
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With the help of the three discussed techniques, we might be able to solve the
first subquestion. The next step is to find a solution for the next two subques-
tions. When we have detected if a point is an outher, we could try to detect
patterns around this point.

3.4. Sequential Pattern Mining

A technique which could be applicable for resolving the third subquestion (sec-
tion 2.2.1) is sequential pattern mining, which tries to recognize sequential pat-
terns in the data. The problem here is how to determine those frequent sets
which are interesting, while presenting a method which leads to a minimum
computation and storage load requirement on the system. There has been a
lot of research in sequential pattern mining, [LakO3] uses Dynamic Constrained
Frequent Set Computation, which determines frequent sets in transactions. [PeiOl]
introduces a sequential pattern mining algorithm called PrefixSpan, which de-
termines sequential patterns using an improved A priori technique. This tech-
nique is based on the fact that any super-pattern of a non frequent pattern cannot
be frequent. [CheO4] presents an incremental version of this algorithm called
IncSpan.

Problem with pattern mining is that if we try to detect sequential patterns near
anomalies, we do not have a clear definition of what near means. Although we
could use incremental pattern mining, the solution would still require a huge
amount of data storage the maintain pattern information. Considering we have
more than 1000 different types of points, which could generate a huge number
of patterns, pattern recognition might not fit very well for this problem.

3.5. Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov Models somewhat resemble to Sequential Pattern Mining. For
an input stream a statistical model is created as a Markov Process [Rab89] with
unknown parameters. The unknown parameters are estimated using the known
parameters. Each state in the Markov Process has a model which determines the
transitions which are possible. For Hidden Markov Models the same problems
occur as in Sequential Pattern Mining, the number of states wifi explode result-
ing in enormous amounts of necessary storage.
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3.6. Classification

Perhaps a better technique to solve the third research question might be classi-
fication.

As mentioned previously, classification is the procedure of placing items into
different groups based on quantitative information on one or more characteris-
tics inherent in the items. There are many different types of classification algo-
rithms, the following algorithms might be interesting considering the research
questions.

3.6.1. Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVM) [CarOl] try to classify the data with hyper-
planes, which separate the data. Using optimalization techniques, the hyper-
planes can be optimized with respect to the input data. SVM is an interesting
technique to classify the data, although the representation of the hyperplanes
and the optimalization process is somewhat complicated.

3.6.2. Learning Vector Quantization

Learning Vector Quantization [BieO6], [Vil06] is a technique which uses the in-
put data in order to determine a so-called prototype-vector, which indicates the
center of a certain classification class. Then, when a new data point is read, the
prototype-vector is moved closer to the new data point if the classification class
of the data point is the the same, otherwise the prototype-vector is moved away.
Learning Vector Quantization can be implemented in a incremental way, which
makes it easy to use.

3.6.3. Classification Expectation Maximization

[Ce192], [SamO5] present a modified version of the Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm [Dem77] which is called the Classification EM (CEM) algorithm.
The EM algorithm is modified by incorporating a classification step between
the E-step and the M-step of the EM algorithm using a maximum a posteriori
(MAP) principle. The original algorithm [Ce192] needs many scans through the
data, the binned algorithm [SamO5J performs better.

These classification algorithms, except for CEM (section 3.6.3) all try to classify
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the input data in such a way that the best classification is found. When anoma-
bus points are found, all classification algorithms could perform a classifica-
tion. Some might perform better considering the input data, but in the general
case, the choice of the algorithm does not matter.

3.7. Preferred Algorithms

In the previous sections we have described many techniques which are promis-
ing for a solution to our main research question and the sub questions. To make
the solution as general as possible (section 2.1), we chose to create a feasible
solution by dividing the main problems in to three subproblems. This way sim-
ilar problems can also be tackled by adjusting the proposed techniques, or by
adding or removing algorithms. Considering the nature of the two subprob-
lems we first need a technique to determine if events are outliers, a technique
to detect an combination, and a technique to determine whether a combination
of concurrent points results in outliers.

For the first problem, we explained 3 techniques (anomaly detection, data clus-
tering and filtering) which could be applied. Because we are dealing in this
case with time series data clustering drops out, and because we cannot model
the data by a mathematical function also filtering drops out. In section 3.1 we in-
troduced 5 anomaly detection algorithms: [Lan99],[MicO2], [Mm], [YamOOl and
[SteO5]. [Lan99] and [MicO2l do not suffice because the number of sequences
can be infinite, [Mm] also does not suffice while we do not have a cache based
system. Because the memory requirements of [SteO5] might become very large,
we will use the algorithm introduced by [YamOO]. This algorithm provides us
with the information which points are anomalous, at the expense of minimum
performance and memory.

The second problem can be tackled using a straightforward solution by looking
at the start- and end-times of the function calls.

For the third problem three types of algorithms are explained (Sequential Pat-
tern Mining, Hidden Markov Models and Classification). The first 2 techniques
might not be feasible because we have a large amount of patterns which can
occur, and the results of Pattern Mining (or Hidden Markov Models) might be
somewhat unclear. Classification on the other hand gives us a clear answer to
questions like:
Which elements within a set of events make this set belong to a certain class of sets
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We explained two Classification algorithm, and because of its simplicity we wifi
use Learning Vector Quantization. The use of LVQ alone does not provide us
with enough information for a solution to the main question so we will use
Relevance Learning Vector Quantization.

Now that we have chosen techniques we are going to use, these techniques first
wifi be explained in the following two chapters.
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CHAPTER 4

MODELLING GAUSSIANS
The previous chapter gave an overview of the relevant and most used techniques to
perform data mining and knowledge discovery on the input data. This chapter will deal
with the choices and algorithms which have been used to implement a solution for the
first and the second sub questions.

Given the input data and the system properties, we will split the main problem
into two subproblems.

• Identify which function calls within the input-stream are outliers.

• Identify if a function call occurs concurrent with other function calls.

• Classify the situations in which combinations of concurrent processed func-
tion calls occur. (as will be described in chapter 5).

As presented in the last chapter, there are three techniques which might be in-
teresting to answer the first sub question. But for the first subproblem we use
an outher detection algorithm (see 3.7), for the second problem a straightfor-
ward solution, and the for the last problem a classification algorithm. Although
some researchers have explored a similar way [Ce192], we can create a unique
solution by combining fast and simple algorithms. This way we can keep the
solution as general as possible. (see 2.1)

4.1. Anomaly Detection

If we look at the different algorithms described in the previous chapter, a good
algorithm to use for the research problem would be the Online Outlier Detection
algorithm [YamOO]. This algorithm uses Gaussian Mixture Models in combina-
tion with Expectation Maximization in order to search for outliers. The Online
Outlier Detection algorithm is scalable because it only needs one scan through
the data. During the scan the algorithm keeps track of a statistical model which
is initial constructed and updated to fit the data.

Every time a new data point is inserted in the algorithm, the statistical model is
updated. Then, out of the change in the statistical model a score is calculated. If
this score is larger than a predefined threshold value, the algorithm concludes
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the data point which was read is an outlier. To keep the statistical models time
sensitive, aged data which have been read previousiy are gradually scaled out
of the statistical model using a discounting parameter. This way only one scan
through the data is needed. Considering [LinO3J, the solution is valid, because
we do not use a clustering algorithm to cluster the time series.

4.2. Correctness

A very important measure for the performance of the outlier detection algo-
rithm, next to the amount of memory and computation time, is the amount of
correct answers it returns. If the algorithm performs very fast, but returns many
data points which actually are not outliers, the performance of the algorithm is
poor. An optimal balance between full correctness and performance is required.

We can define some measures which indicate the correctness of the outlier de-
tection algorithm:

Z—T
x 100

where T is the number of false positives, and Z is the total number of data
points, and T is the number of non-anomalies, p is a measure of correctness of
the algorithm. Problem arises when a large number of data items is used, we
need to validate the number of false positives by hand.

4.3. Distribution Approach

A big problem using the Online Outlier Detection algorithm [YamOO] is the def-
inition of the statistical model. In the paper a Gaussian Mixture Model is intro-
duced, but it could be the case that the input data does not fit well in a Gaussian
Mixture Distribution. Other distributions might be interesting, such as a Pois-
sion distribution, or a chi-square distribution. During execution it is almost im-
possible to change the current statistical model to some other statistical model
without loosing all knowledge of the statistical model which was constructed
(using the previous data input points). So it is very important to pick the correct
statistical model in advance, it the statistical model could be computed before-
hand. Modeling the data with the "bad" statistical model does not necessarily
produce bad results, but results are better if a model is used which suits the
current data input distribution better.
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4.3.1. Scaling

In order to improve the quality of the algorithm it is also possible to scale the
input data before it is inserted in the algorithm. We could for example introduce
a log-function to scale the input down in order to make the data input better fit
the chosen distribution.

4.3.2. Number of Gaussians

Another problem for mixture models is that the number of gaussians (or any
other distribution) which are needed to model the data is unknown beforehand.
A mixture model looks as follows:

k

p(yIO) = >cjp(ylpi,Ai)

Where p(yIj, A) is the mixture model, c1 is a mixing-coefficient of the current
distribution and k the number of distributions we use.

Cross-validation techniques have been developed to evaluate the log-likelihood
of the chosen distribution [Mi103]. Using the KuilbackLeibler divergence1 after-
wards, is a very computational expensive process, changing the models during
runtime results in the same problem as before: all previous statistical models
are removed and new statistical models need to be constructed again resulting
in unnecessary true negatives in the output of the algorithm.

Within Deloitte INVision there are at the moment about 1000 different datatypes
which could all have different distributions. In order to cope with this problem
in the Deloitte IN Vision framework, and not to check all distributions by hand, a
simple mechanism is used to quickly compute a rough estimation of the number
of statistical models (gaussians) which are needed to model the distribution of
each datatype (see chapter 4.5).

4.4. Moving Distribution

During the outlier detection with a mixture model, we maintain the state of the
model using parameters jt,A and some other variables, where is the gaussian
mean, and A is the covariance matrix. When a new data point is read, the cur-
rent model needs to be changed to better fit the data. We want to create the best

'Kuilback-Leibler divergence: a natural distance measure from a true probability distribution P to an
arbitrary probability distribution Q
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fit for the model of the distribution, but we require the algorithm to go only
once over the data to update the model. See [YamOO] for detailed model up-
dates. Adding a point which has a relative short duration results in moving the
statistical model (ji) to the left or changes the variance (a2), adding a data point
with a relative long duration results in moving the statistical model (p) to the
right (see figure 4.1), or changes the variance (o-2). Adding a data point with
normal duration does not change the statistical model.

U
C

0
1.
U.

Histogram of a certain event (or function call)

Figure 4.1.: Update the model by adding a point with relative long duration

The movement of the model can be interpreted as movement of the of the
gaussians and extension of the variance a for all gaussians (0 < i < k) where k
is the number of gaussians).

If the movement of the model is above or under some threshold, the outlier
detection will return whether the current data point is a:

. non-outlier: a non outlier.

• bad-outlier: outher which causes the mixture model (,a2) to move to the
right. The data point has a long duration with respect to the normal duration
of its class of data points. The system took a comparatively long time to
process. This is the reason why we call it a bad-outlier.

• good-outlier: anomalous point which causes the mixture model (p,a2) to
move to the left. The data point has a short duration with respect to the
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normal duration of its class of data points. The system took a comparatively
short time to process. This is the reason why we call it a good-outlier.

These three types can be used for further analysis of the data point.

4.5. Binning

To roughly compute the number of Gaussians, we can use a binning technique
on the data input histogram. We first need to find out a suitable binsize. A
suitable binsize smooths out small humps in the histogram plot, and leaves big
humps discoverable. When this is successfully detected the following could be
done:

• Create bins of the sample distribution. If the smoothness does not suffice:

— Average each bin with its left neighbor
— Average each bin with it right neighbor

• Walk through the bins, if the derivative switches from increasing to de-
scending, the number of Gaussians in the mixture model must be increased
by one

When the anomaly detection algorithm is in place, and we can justify that it
works correctly we can not only detect outliers in the input stream, but also at
any point in time we could ask the system what the rate between outliers and
non-outliers is.

The system load might be higher during concurrent operation, So we might
expect that the number of outliers in concurrent operation is higher. We can
now construct the following hypothesis:

4.6. HYPOTHESIS 1

The percentage of encountered outliers during concurrent behavior is larger than
the percentage of encountered outliers during sequential operation.

In order to test Hypothesis I we need to setup a detection mechanism to detect
whether a point is concurrent with other points.
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4.7. Detection of Concurrency

Concurrency is easy detected. All we have to do is check at each measuring
point2 if previous measuring points overlap with the current point. Using the
registered timing information from the log-database (see page 9) we could com-
pute whether function calls are processed concurrently. If Cj and Cj4 are both
successive function calls, c is the starting time of function call c,and c is the
ending time, then if:

stC9t + c � c1
then Cj and Cj..14 are concurrent function calls.
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Figure 4.2.: Overlap of different function calls.

2Measuring point: each time a new input point is received
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CHAPTER 5

CLASSIFICATION
This chapter will tell us which techniques and algorithms have been used for second
part of the problem: classification of the results of the anomaly detection.

5.1. Definition of a concurrent state

Until now, we have setup an outlier detection scheme, which also registers if
a point in time is concurrent. In order to answer the last part of the sub ques-
tions we need to determine the combinations of points which often cause anomalies,
or equivalent, determine the combinations of points in which often an anomaly can be
found. This equivalent question can be interpreted as a classification problem,
which can be set up as follows:

• Divide the problem in two classes:

1. The first class consists of sets of concurrent data input points, which
contain no anomalous points.

2. The second class consists of sets of concurrent data input points, which
contain anomalous points.

• Try to classify these two sets: what are the properties, and more useful, in
what way do they differ from each other.

A set of concurrent data input points represents a situation (or a state). This
situation is measured at the starting time (cit) of some function call i. The set a
can be interpreted as follows, where c is the starting time and is the ending
time of function call cj:

k

a=ctfl
j=1,j=1

When we look at the classification algorithms presented in chapter 3.6 (see page
18) we can see that most classification algorithms will fit the problem. Because
of its easy implementation, straightforward theory, and resemblance with the
k-means algorithm the classification algorithm we will use is Learning Vector
Quantization [BieO6].
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5.2. LVQ in practice

In chapter 3 Learning Vector Quantization was explained shortly. In order to
make it work for the Deloitte IN Vision problem we first take a closer look at the
algorithm.
For each classification class Learning Vector Quantization creates a prototype
vector which represents the center of the class. Figures 5.1,5.2 and 5.3 show a
clear picture of how Learning Vector Quantization works in practice. The result
of applying Learning Vector Quantization multiple times is displayed in figure
5.4.
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SItuation 2 A new data ni of class bladc w added

Figure 5.1.: Learning Vector Quantization: Prototype Vectors

Situation 3 The data poalt of class black s closec4 to
the black prolotype vectc, because the rotors we the

saute move the pco:otype the data pcw:

Figure 5.2.: Learning Vector Quantization: Movement of Prototype Vectors I

During the learning vector quantization process, the prototype vectors are moved
in n-dimensional space where n is the number of data types or unique function
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In our situation each prototype vector represents a class which is bad -outlier,
good-outlier or non-outlier. These classes relate to the three different outcomes
the anomaly detection algorithm (chapter 4.1) returns.
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Figure 5.3.: Learning Vector Quantization: Movement of Prototype Vectors 2

The result of the continuous classification process is that we can extract the po-
sition of the prototype vector every moment. The position of the prototypes
represents which unique function calls are important for the specific class. The
difference between the bad-outlier prototype vector and the non-outlier pro-
totype vector can be interpreted as the function calls which make a difference
between these classes. Using this information, and the information from the
anomaly detection algorithm, we are a good way in solving the third subques-
tion and the main research question.
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Figure 5.4.: Learning Vector Quantization: After a while, classes begin emerge
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5.3. Relevance Learning Vector Quantization

The main research question states that "how can we predict combinations of concur-
rent processed events", this means Learning Vector Quantization in its purest form
(see 5.2) is not strong enough to solve this question. Learning Vector Quantiza-
lion only tells us, given some situation s• = (ci, c2, ..., c) (where (c1, c2, ..., c,%)

are concurrent function calls), to which class s most likely belongs, however
not presenting us with any information about which function calls in the list
C1 C2 ..., c,1 are important indicators of the class membership.

To broaden our knowledge we use a modified form of Learning Vector Quanti-
zation which adds different weights to the dimensionsof the prototypes vectors.
This form of Learning Vector Quanlization is called Relevance Learning Vector
Quantization (RLVQ) [BHSvT], [HVO2].

RLVQ is an enhancement of LVQ. It uses the same strategy for computation of
the prototype vectors. Two modifications are applied to the original algorithm.
The first modification is the distance measure, which we use to determine which
prototype vector is the closest to the data input state (see 5.2). We make the
distance also depending on the weight of the dimension (see section 5.4.3). The
second modification is the update process of the relevance vectors.

5.3.1. Updates of the relevance vectors

The update of the relevance vector is executed every time a new data point is
handled. The update procedure is showed in table 5.1).

So the relevance vector Ak of the prototype vector 9c which is closest to the data
input point a is first updated. If the class of the relevance vector is the same
as the class of the data input point, then step (* 1 *) is performed, otherwise
step (* 2 *) is performed. When all entries in the relevance vector are updated
they need to be scaled again to suffice to the precondition: (( (A)) ==
1), so we divide each entry in the relevance vector by the sum of all elements.
Now the relevance vectors are nicely updated and apply different weights to
the dimensions.

Because we do not know the exact number of function calls beforehand, we can-
not exactly determine the length of the prototype and relevance vectors. When
we initialize a relevance vector for each classification class, it could be the case
that the relevance vectors assign different weights to the same dimension (or
unique function call). This is caused by the scaling process. So when the num-
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/** Update step "1
Forall relevance vectors )', , , prototype vectors O, ..,
and a state a, where r is the number of classes, and 0 <j <r:

if (min(/...i (A5 — a)2)) = — a)2)) then

forall dimensions i:
= max(A — aIO — a21,0); (* 1*)

else:
forall dimensions i:

(*2*)

/** Scaling step of Ac **/
Forall dimensions i:k_kiv'n k"j"jIL4—O"j

Table 5.1.: The relevance vector update procedure in RLVQ

ber of dimensions (or function calls) is not known beforehand we should use
only one relevance vector. This does not influence the conclusions we make
about the relevance learning vector quantization algorithm.

5.4. Used Data structures

In order to support the computation for classification, we need a data structure
to support a n-dimensional space. We could interpret this n-dimensional space
as a vector of length n, filled with floating point numbers (see figure 5.5).

0.00 °34
I

°°° I ° 0.00 O.00I.'
Figure 5.5.: A Sample prototype vector

During the Learning Vector Quantization process, the prototype vectors of the
different classes are moved toward to, or away from the data input points. A
data input point can be interpreted ass a set of function calls (chapter 4.7). A
n-dimensional vector can be created of this set by starting with a vector contain-
ing all zeros. And then adding 1.OOs to each vector-dimension supporting the
unique fsolution,callnameJ1 combination for each function call from the set (see
figure 5.6).

'See chapter 5.2
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Figure 5.6.: A combination in a set of (solution,call) adds to the prototype vector

This way we create a vector which we can use in the classification process.

5.4.1. Initialization of the prototype vectors

The initialization of the Learning Vector Quantization algorithm requests that
the prototype and relevance vectors are properly initialized. Setting the pro-
totype vectors to all zeros does not work because the distance to the first data
point is for all prototype vectors the same. Initializing the prototype vectors to
first data input point of the same class as the prototype vector might be a better
idea, but still we could initialize the prototypes to the same position. Therefore
we need to verify after initialization, and during the execution of the algorithm,
that prototype vectors do not completely overlap each other.

5.4.2. Setup of the dimensions

The relevance vectors for classification can be initialized by giving each dimen-
sion the same weight. This means every dimension has the same weight, which
makes the distance measure (see 5.4.3) similar to the n-dimensional Eucidean
Space. We achieve this by setting each entry in the relevance vector to
The sum om all entries in the lambda vector(0?1

(vector'iength)) results to
1. This is efficient for scaling the vector during the update process.

5.4.3. Distance measure

The distance between a prototype vector and a data input point is measured
using a modified version of the Eucidean Distance. The Eucidean Distance is
a distance between two points P = (p', p, ..., p1) and Q = (qi, q, ..., qn). ThiS
distance is defined in Eucidean Space as:
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For RLVQ we substitute this Eucidean Distance metric by:

Where A is an entry from the A-, or relevance vector.

This way the weight of each dimension is added to the distance measure. The
prototype vector which has the smallest distance lies the closest to the data in-
put vector. During the movement phase (section 5.4.4) this prototype vector is
moved away, or moved toward the data input point, and its A vector is adjusted
(5.3.1).

5.4.4. Movement of the prototype vectors

Another conceptual problem arises when a prototype vector is moved away
from a data input point due to class difference, which results that the prototype
vector has a negative component for a certain dimension. The meaning of this
negative component is as follows:

When a component for some component i of the prototype vector -y is
negative. It follows that for a set of concurrent events, there should be a
negative amount of events of type i, in order to belong to the class of the
prototype vector -y.

In the Deloitte INVision framework context it is not possible to have a negative
amount of a certain function call in concurrent situations, but for the interpreta-
tion of the prototype vectors this makes sense. A negative value at a prototype
vector position means that this dimension (or unique function call) should not
be present in a concurrent situation, when the concurrent situation is of the
same classification class as the prototype vector. For the relevance vectors this
does not apply. Thus we have to prevent relevance vectors from becoming neg-
ative. So if a relevance vector becoming negative, we should set it to zero.

Now that we have discussed all techniques, let us continue with the implemen-
tation details of the prototype application.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter will tell us the specific details of the implementation of the prototype which
had been constructed to test the solution.

In order to implement a prototype to answer the mam research question (see
2.2), we have to develop several algorithms and data structures which can han-
dle vast amounts of data. In the previous chapters the process of knowledge
discovery has been split-up in three steps:

• Detection if the current point was an outlier.

• Detection of concurrency.

• Classification of the situation in case concurrency is present.

Using these three steps we will explain the implementation of the prototype.

6.1. Used Data structures

To support the various computations which have to be carried out, we need for
each step some data structures which help us to temporarily store the data.

6.1.1. Concurrency

Concurrency can be detected by comparing start and end-times of different in-
coming function calls. Due to the fact that function calls are a1way received
sequential by the system, we can assume that:

If an function call e, is received from the system at time Ti, then the function call e3,
which is received at time ri, has finished later. When the data input points are re-
trieved directly from the Deloitte INVision engine this assumption is not valid,
so other measures have to be taken to ensure this. in the prototype we receive
the input data points from a csv-ffle (section 7.1), so we can ensure this assump-
tion by sorting on LogFunCallId (section 1.5) ascending.

We use a circular buffer to remember information about a concurrent state. Us-
ing this circular buffer we can determine for each function call which function
calls are concurrent. When we receive a new function call , at time r, we first
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check the starting time of €. To determine concurrency at measuring point r
we then need to go back in time and check for a certain number of function
calls (e2, ..., e_2, ci_1) whether their end-times are larger or equivalent to the
starting time of function call .

V(ct > st A j < i A e3 < f8t)

Where c is the endtime of an function call i, and is the starttime.

6.1.2. Anomaly Detection

For each unique lsolution,callnamel combination' we can built a model which
keeps track of the different gaussian mixture models as described in chapter 4.3.
In order to save expensive memory we only maintain the following parameters
for each model:

nrcells The number of gaussians we want to use.
r This is the discounting parameter for the current model.
c A stability parameter for the SDEM algorithm.
vectorsize The length of the vector containing a data point.
dimension The number of gaussian we use to model the distribution.
Cj The mixing coefficient for the current model i.
-y, A temporarily parameter to store an interim result in the computation.
Lj The mean of the current gaussian mixtures.
7i A temporarily parameter which is used during mean computation.
o The variance of the statistical model.

A temporarily parameter which is used during variance computation.

Table 6.1.: The parameters for the implementation.

A major problem with this scheme is that we need to maintain information
about all the statistical models (fsolution,callnamej combinations) which have
occurred during run-time. The models are stored in memory and accessible
through a table of pointers.

6.1.3. Classification

The classification computation requires to store the state of the prototype vec-
tors (chapter 5.4.1) and the relevance vectors. Every time we receive a new

'We use a tsolution,callnamel combination to generate a unique identifier for a statistical model. We could
for example include I so! ution,ca!lname,packid I in the measures, but this results in more models which
have to be maintained.
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state2 we build an n-dimensional vector from it, and then perform the classi-
fication procedure. A challenge is to construct a data structure which is able
to create dynamical n-dimensional vector which can be used during classifi-
cation for both the prototype vectors, and the data input point vectors. This
n-dimensional vector needs to be dynamic because the dimensions of the state
(or unique [solution,callnamej combinations) might change during execution. At
the moment a simple static vector is used, but this could be improved.

6.2. Initialization

During initialization of the prototype, the prototype vectors are initialized, the
circular buffer for the concurrency detection is initialized, and the vectors are
created to maintain the models for the outlier detection.

6.3. Outlier Detection Implementation

The first big challenge was to implement the outlier detection algorithm. Be-
cause we are performing complex mathematical operations, the GNU Scientific
Library3 is included in the project.

The implementation of the outlier detection part is roughly following the ex-
ample algorithm as proposed by [YamOO]. In their paper [YamOO] propose an
algorithm called Smartszfter which consists of two parts, a categorical algorithm
called SOLE4 which assigns a input point to a certain class using a histogram,
and a continuous algorithm called SDEM5 which maintains the mixture mod-
els. Because for each data input point we know its class, we could skip the
SOLE algorithm and directly use the SDEM algorithm to update the mixtures,
because we only have one category for each model. The initialization of the
SDEM algorithm is shown in table 6.2 on page 36.

Step I : /* Initialization */ (r, c, k given):

Set = 1,...,k).
t:=1

Table 6.2.: The initialization of the SDEM Algorithm

2A state as discussed in section 6.1.1
3GNU Scientific Library: Free library for scientific and numerical work, induding integration and equa-

tion solving.
4SDLE : Sequentially Discounting Laplace Estimation
5SDEM: Sequentially Discounting Expectation and Maximizing
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The second part of the SDEM algorithm is shown in table 6.3 on page 37.

Step 2: /* Parameter Updating *1:
while t � T (T: sampling size)

Read Yt
fori=1,2,...,k

(t)

___________________________________

— Qr1 Ek ct_1)p(yjI,t_1,A*_1)) + ••r•

t) (1 — r)ct_15 + ryt)
_(t) _(t—1) (t)

:= (1 — r).i2 + r'y Yt
(t)

j(t)
(1 — r)At' + r'yt . ytyT

A(t) ç(t) (t) — (t)( (t)\T
i .— ,C2 /L jL1 ,

Table 6.3.: The second step of the SDEM Algorithm

The parameters are the same as in the initialization (6.1.2). This algorithm is
implemented straightforward in the C language6.

6.4. Classification

Our classification uses three classes which denote good-outliers, bad-outliers and
non-outliers. The classification procedure is only executed when a concurrent
situation occurs, otherwise the data input state7 contains (n — 1) zeros and (1)
one. The distance between the data input vector and the prototype vectors is
measured as in section 5.4.3, the prototype vector which has the smallest dis-
tance with respect to the data input point is moved, and the relevance vector is
updated and scaled. Given data input point S of dass r and prototype vectors
of types (X0, X1, ..., X)

• If

_____________

miri( (X1 — 5)2) == (X, — 5)

and XJ == r where r is the type of the class, then move X3 closer to 6.

• Otherwise move X3 away from 5.

6The C programming language is a standardized programming language developed in the early 1970s.
7State: a similar data structure as a prototype vector as described in 5.4.1
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This way prototype vectors are moved in the n-dimensional space. To make
sure that the relevance vectors do not reach values below zero, we have to set
them to zero if they are less then zero (5.4.4). In the case above the relevance
vector is updated and scaled again as in section 5.3.1.

6.5. Overall Implementation Impression

We can conclude that the implementation of the prototype has various data
structures to efficiently support both algorithms. Every time a new data input
point is read, the concurrency detection processes the point, then the outher
detection mechanism checks whether the point was a outlier, and the classifi-
cation algorithm uses the point in combination with other points to update the
prototype vectors and the relevance vectors.

The next chapter will give us information about the results this prototype pro-
duced using a large input set of real production data from the Deloitte IN Vision
framework. For each separate algorithm the results will be explained and the
overall performance will be measured.
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CHAPTER 7

RESULTS

This chapter will present the result of testing the prototype application on real data from
the Deloitte IN Vision framework.

Now that we have created a prototype we need to test it. The best test data is
real log data from the Deloitte INVision engine. A large database of approxi-
mately 40 Gigabytes was used as a test set for the tests.

Correctness (chapter 4.2) is an item we cannot test while handling large quan-
tities of input data. This is due to the fact that we simply cannot cross-validate
all the results by hand. Also correctness is a relative conception, given the input
data, it is unclear what an outlier is, and what not. The only tests for correctness
can be done by visual inspection of the results.

Performance is an test item we can test really good. By measuring the duration
of some operation we can compute the average time the prototype needs for a
data input point to compute. Also the consumption of system resources can be
monitored using the task manager.

7.1. Test sets

In order to test the prototype application we created 2 test sets, which consisted
of real data from the Deloitte INVision framework.

• The first test consisted of the log-database which has a size of approxi-
mately 6 Gigabytes.

• The second test consisted of the log-database which has a size of approxi-
mately 40 Gigabytes.

Each database has to be prepared beforehand and needs to be converted to a
comma separated file-f orrnat. This because the prototype reads directly from file
to minimize the performance degradation through read operations.

In debug mode the prototype produces some files which contain information
about the prototype vectors, the relevance vectors, and the found outhers. In
performance tests this debug has been turned off to improve performance.
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7.2. Performance Measures

Performance measures were measured using a Intel Pentium M 1.6 Ghz proces-
sor, with 1 Gigabyte of RAM. The results of the performance test are shown in
table 7.1.

6 Gigabyte Dataset
(12.619.729 function calls)

40 Gigabyte Dataset
(50.860.254 function calls)

first run:
Computation time: 2519 seconds
Memory consumption: 4.5 Megabytes
Time per call: = 199 jtseconds

first run:
Computation time: 59921 seconds
Memory consumption: 5.2 Megabytes
Time per call: = 1178 jtseconds

second run:
Computation time: 2462 seconds
Memory consumption: 4.5 Megabytes
Time per call: 12 = 195 pseconds

second run:
Computation time: 59102 seconds
Memory consumption: 5.2 Megabytes
Time per call: = 1162 pseconds

Average:
Computation time: 2491 seconds
Memory consumption: 4.5 Megabytes
Time per call: 12 = 197 seconds

Average:
Computation time: 59512 seconds
Memory consumption: 5.2 Megabytes
Time per call: = 1170 iseconds

Table 7.1.: Performance on the different data sets

From table 7.1 we can conclude the memory consumption per call does sig-
nificantly change when a larger dataset is taken. Thorough inspections of the
behavior of the prototype showed us that this problem was due to a hashing-
mechanism, which was used to uniquely identify the (solution, caliname) com-
binations. When this hashing is removed, the prototype becomes significantly
faster. When the current prototype is built into the Deloitte INVision engine, in
its current state, it will approximately take 1200iseconds of computation time
to perform outlier detection and classification. Within production environment
the capacity of the hardware is much larger than the 1.6 GHz test system, so
computation time will be less than 1200iseconds in production. When the pro-
totype is improved by a better hashing algorithm, this can be improved signifi-
cantly.

7.3. Outlier Detection

The result of the outlier detection consists of a long list of items. Each item
that has been scanned by the prototype is marked with a class (non outlier,good
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outlier or bad outlier) (section 4.4). This list has the same size as the number of
data points which had been put into the prototype application.

CailName MicroSeconds Class
OnFinishEditing 182 non outher I good outher

LoadDossiet 3843 ouliter
Background.AConsolRev 3867 outlier
BackgroundAConsolRev 3785 outlier
Get0osserlndexXML 269 outher
BackgroundAConsol 25348 outher
OnFinishEditing 217 oullier
GetAncestoilDs 4289 non outtier / good outluer

GetDossieilndexXML 311 non outlier I good outher
GetPath 3773 non outlier! good outher
GetDocumentXML 4158 non outher I good outher

ExecSelectSP_SeIectlO4_GetAttachments 5769 non outher! good outlier

GetAncestoriDs 7513 outher
GetDossierlndexXML 270 outlier
GetPath 4635 outlier
GetDocumentXML 1561 oullier

GetDoss,erlndexXML 50004 outher
LoadDossier 680433 oullier
GetlndexxML 133887 non outlier I good outlier

GetlndexXML 39649 oultier
EGetDossierlndexXML 15999 oullier

Figure 7.1.: A sample of the results from the outlier detection algorithm

When we plot this list, and then ifiter as a specific (solution, callname)-combination,
we get nice results (figure 7.2 42), to create this plot we used the following pa-
rameters for the outlier detection algorithm (table 7.2 on page 41).

Parameter: Value:]]
thightness 0.001
threshold 2.8
rlvqlearningrate 0.001
rlvqlearningupdaterate 0.001

Table 7.2.: Outlier detection parameters

When we look at figure 7.3 (page 42), we can clearly see all the large points are
filtered out, and marked by the outlier detection algorithm. In the beginning
of the graph, we see a lot of outliers. These are caused by the configuration
of the algorithm, the outlier detection algorithm has to calibrate. During this
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Figure 7.2.: Durations of the call GetlndexXML on a solution

calibration phase points that lie a little bit away can change the model drasti-
cally, which results in a high number of false outliers. When the algorithm has
calibrated, the outlier detection is better and high values are detected by the
algorithm.

xm

Iu .J.

Figure 7.3.: The found outliers in the (so! ution,callname)-combin ation from figure 7.2

It is also good to see in figure 7.3 (page 42) that the threshold value of outlier
versus non outlier values varies over time. The models learn the distribution
over time, so detection becomes better and better.
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7.4. Concurrency Detection

Concurrency is the second point we have tested. In a concurrent situation mu!-
tiple points are running at the same time. If debug mode1 is activated, a ifie is
created which shows us all the concurrent events for each event.

For the two large test sets we also have concurrency statistics available. For
each test set the number of concurrent items, and the number of non-concurrent
function calls is printed to a file. The results of both test sets are shown in table
7.3.

6 Gigabyte Dataset 40 Gigabyte Dataset
1]

Nr. Concurrent Items: 3512960
Nr. Non Concurrent Items: 9106769
Nr. Concurrent Outliers: 203176
Nr. Non Concurrent Outliers: 238619

Nr. Concurrent Items: 19163093
Nr. Non Concurrent Items: 31697161
Nr. Concurrent Outliers: 837895
Nr. Non Concurrent Outliers: 1129598

Percentage Concurrent Outliers: 5,78
Percentage Non Concurrent Outliers: 2,62

Percentage Concurrent Outliers: 437
Percentage Non Concurrent Outliers: 3,56

Table 7.3.: Concurrency statistics on both test sets

From table 7.3 we can see that the percentage of concurrent outliers is larger
than the percentage of non concurrent outliers. This means hypothesis 1 (see
section 4.6) can be answered positively.
The percentage of encountered outliers during concurrent behavior is larger than the
percentage of encountered outliers during sequential behavior.

7.5. Classification

The last part of the prototype consists of classifying concurrent situations, and
creating prototype and relevance vectors from it. The standard way to do this
is by creating a training set, and a validation set. The validation set is left away,
and we only concentrate on the training set. While scanning the data input
points, we gradually construct the prototype vectors for all classes (non outlier,
good outlier and bad outlier). At the end of the run, the prototype then prints
all components of these prototype vectors to a file. The size of the prototype
vectors is set to a maximum of 1000 dimensions.

'The prototype is in debug mode if debug data is printed to different files
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Figure 7.4.: A sample of the result of the classification procedure, the gray-colored row
has high relevance

As we can see in figure 7.4 (page 44), the prototype vectors and the relevance
vectors have different values.

7.5.1. Values of the prototype vectors

Every value in the prototype vector gives us information about a dimension2. If
a prototype vector value is 0, this means that this dimension rarely applies for
this class. If the value of the prototype vector at position i is larger than 0, this
means the (j)th (so! ution,callname)- combination often occurs one or more times
in a concurrent situation which belongs to the class of the prototype.

Example:
Suggest we have a prototype vector of class A, and a prototype vector of class B. Each
prototype vector has 3 dimensions. Suggest we have one Solution: Si, and we have

2A dimension is a unique (callname,solution)- combination
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three function calls : Ci, C2, C3. Each dimension in the prototype vector stands
for a unique (solution,callname) combination: dimension 1 = (Si,CV, dimension 2

= (Si,C2) and dimension 3 = (Si,C3). We look at the prototype vector of class A after
the program has executed for a while. If the value in the first and the third dimension
of the prototype vector A are zero, this means class A contains zero function calls Ci
and C3 of solution Si. If the value in the second dimension of prototype vector A is
two, this means that class A usually contains two function calls from solution Si, so a
concurrent situation then looks like this: (" ",C2,C2," "). When we have looked at all
dimensions, we can see what function calls are usually in what class.

7.5.2. Values of the relevance vectors

Similar to the prototype vectors, every value within the relevance vectors give
us information about a different dimension. The difference between the proto-
type vectors and the relevance vectors is that the relevance vectors tell us which
solution,callname-combination (or dimensions) are important for membership of
a certain class. If the value of a relevance vector is high according to the rest of
the relevance vector values, this means this dimension is an important indicator
for a certain class.

In our situation this means if a relevance vector contains high values, the (solu-
tion,callname)- combination leads in concurrent situation often with / or without
other function calls to a certain class.

THE ABOVE STATEMENTS ONLY SUGGEST THAT IF A RELEVANCE VECTOR HAS A
HIGH VALUE AT POSITION [SOLUTION,CALLNAME], THEN THIS [SOLUTION,CALLNAMEJ-
COMBINATION HAS A HIGH CONTRIBUTION TO A CERTAIN CLASS MEMBERSHIP,
BUT IT DOES NOT SAY ANYTHING ABOUT WHICH EXACT COMBINATIONS OFTEN
RESULT IN AN OUTLIER.

At the end of the test, the relevance vectors where printed to a file. We will
show the top 2 (solution, callname)-combinations, which have the highest values
in the relevance vectors, in table 7.4.

Function Call J_Relevance
6 GB Dataset 1. Background:AConsol

2. Background:RCpyAnswer
0,298289
0,119492

40 GB Dataset 1. IsFunctionAllowed
2. Background:PackUpgrade

0,251374
0,104075

Table 7.4.: Highest dimensions in the Relevance vectors

There are many problems, these can be figured out by closely identifying the
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relevance vectors.

7.6. Prototype Application Results

Using the results we successfully confirmed hypothesis 1, showing that the per-
centage of outliers during concurrent execution is higher than in sequential exe-
cution. The results also showed us that it is very hard to discover exactly which
function calls or (solution,callname)- combinations are responsible for outliers.
This is due to the fact that the definition is somewhat unclear, and the number
of possibilities is enormous. The next chapter will continue on this subject.
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CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION
This chapter will reflect the results from the previous chapter to the original research
questions, do the results satisfy enough, and where are sections which should be re-
sea rchedfl4rt her.

So did the results really satisfy the research questions (section 2.2), and is the
research successful considering the research goals. In order to answer these
questions we first look at the three subgoals which were introduced.

8.1. Subquestions

• Qi: For each transaction, how can determine which points are outliers
using a dynamic measure to approach the normal transaction time in some
time frame

• Q2: What is the relation between events processed concurrently and events
processed sequential

• Q3: How can we find out if an anomalous event duration within a con-
current set of events can be due to resource conflicts or other problems.

After the introduction of these research subquestions we introduced data min-
ing and knowledge techniques. We selected two techniques to perform the ap-
propriate analysis, and set these techniques up in a prototype application. In
order to make the solution as general as possible we choose not to use an all-in-
one solution (where all separate techniques are interweaved with each other),
so that researchers can improve or update the techniques separately. Before
the research really started, we chopped the main research question into three
sub-problems. The first problem had to do with outlier detection or outlier de-
tection, the second with concurrency and the third problem with classification.
In order to discover concurrency we added a concurrency detection mechanism
in the prototype.

When we look at the results of the prototype, and compare these to the research
subquestions we get the following result.

• Qi: Subquestion one has been fulfilled using the outlier detection scheme,
the usage of Gaussian mixture models introduces a measure for the normal
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transaction time by means of a statistical model. The graduate discounting
of time for this model introduces its time-sensitiveness.

• Q2: The second subquestion can be answered using the results of the con-
currency detection mechanism. The number of outliers and non-outliers
is registered. A simple computation could show us the relation between
function calls processed concurrently and function calls processed sequen-
tial. Also hypothesis 1 (section 4.6) is satisfied using this information.

• Q3: The last subquestion is mostly answered by the classification proce-
dure which is introduced in section 5.3. The classification procedure finds
out whether different function calls are indicators for a set of concurrent
function calls including an outlier. Considering the many causes a prob-
lem can be due to (section 1.4), it is almost impossible to exactly determine
the cause of the problem. Experiments (section 7.5) show us that we can
identify problems which are due to resource conflicts.

When we look at the mapping between the research subquestions, and the re-
sults of the prototype we can say that except for the classification part, the re-
search subquestions can be answered sufficiently. The techniques which could
be used to answer subquestion Q1 and Q2 have have been formulated. The
last research subquestion is partly satisfied. Using the theory and the prototype
application we can show that we can detect which events within a concurrent
situation have high (or low) contribution to the fact of a function call being
an outlier, but we did not succeed in finding the exact combinations, while the
number of combinations remains large.

8.2. Further Research

The last section we evaluated the results of the prototype in accordance with
the research subquestions. We succeeded in finding a solution for the first two
research subquestions, and partly answered the third research subquestion. The
problem of this third research subquestion is that the number of combinations
can be huge. Does it make sense to return a huge number of combinations which
represent outlier situations? This is one of the questions which still have to be
answered.

There are a few more areas within this research which still could require further
research in order to improve results. Starting with the definition of outliers.
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8.2.1. Definition of Outliers

Definition of outliers; the most important definition of this research. Given a list
of occurrences of a function call, and two classes: (outlier, non-outlier). Assign
a class to a new occurrence of the function call. The difficulty is that we can
define mathematical procedures, statistical models or other techniques, but still
we could classify a function call in the wrong class. Due to the fact the input
data is multivalued it is impossible to directly create a strategy which tells us
about the class of the event. We used a Gaussian Mixture Model to determine
whether a data input point is an outlier, but it might be interesting to research
other techniques and their results. Stifi, the human perception of data input
points is very important.

8.2.2. Correct Model Distribution

Another issue in the outher detection algorithm which should be researched
further is the choice of distribution. We chose for a Gaussian distribution, but
another distribution might fit better or worse. The Kuilback- Leibler distance
(see section 4.3) is a good measure to validate this, and an algorithmic approach
using this distance measure might suit the prototype well. The use of different
distribution has effect on the prototype code, so this should be updated. Fit-
ting the best distribution for the data results in the best outlier detection, at the
expense of performance loss due to the search for the best distribution.

8.2.3. Number of Gaussians

The number of Gaussians we use in the prototype is set to one, but in order to
better suit the distribution we might need more Gaussians, or in the case of an
other distribution (section 8.2.2) more models. Further research might concen-
trate on a way to incorporate the choice of the number of models in the outlier de-
tection algorithm. Of course the performance should not decrease significantly
due to this added computation.

8.2.4. Correct Classification Algorithm

Finally, the most challenging part of this research which should be researched
further is the classification. It might be possible to somehow change the dis-
tance measure (section 5.4.3) and get instead of the relevance vector a rele-
vance matrix. With regression methods, it might be possible to detect which
exact combinations of dimensions are important.
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In section 8.2.1,8.2.2,8.2.3 and 8.2.4 the most evident open issues in this research
are discussed, but there might be other interesting research directions which
elucidate new understandings in this matter.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION
This chapter will formulate the final conclusion, both to the main research question, as
the sub questions.

This research starts with the introduction of the research environment. The De-
loitte INVision framework, which serves as an source for the research problem,
is able to handle multiple function calls concurrently, and uses a log database to
store information about every function call. Because the information contained
in the function calls is confident, the log records only contain minimal informa-
tion. The goal of this research is to structurally extract new knowledge from this
log database, in order to do prediction on performance issues. Issues like what
operation times significantly differ from normal operation times. This goal is
recorded in the main research question.

In an infinite series of events, how can we determine which events are outliers, and how
can we predict combinations of concurrent processed events which cause exceptional
processing times, using log-based event timing information.

In order to solve this research question three subquestions were defined to
structure the search for an overall solution.

• For each transaction, how can determine which points are outliers using
a dynamic measure to approach the normal transaction time in some time
frame

• What is the relation between events processed concurrently and events
processed sequential

• How can we find out if an anomalous event duration within a concurrent
set of events can be due to resource conflicts or other problems.

We can also formulate the hypothesis that outliers occur significantly more often
in concurrent system operation.

The next part of the research consist of literature exploration. Different tech-
niques are mentioned and reviewed according to the Deloitte INVision frame-
work. Not all techniques are applicable, and we chose those techniques which
seemed to best fit the framework and are as generic as possible. Following
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the research subquestions, a generic solution is constructed which is split up in
three parts: Outlier Detection, Concurrency Detection and Classification.

For outlier detection we use the Smartsifter algorithm, an algorithm which uses
Gaussian Mixture Models to determine whether a data point is an outlier, or
not. There are many classification algorithms, but we use Relevance Learning
Vector Quantization. This algorithm is easy to implement, and produces good
results.

The implementation of these algorithms is carried out by creating a prototype
application, which was tested on two large real world datasets. During the tests
the prototype performed good with regard to memory and processor usage.
The results of the outher detection and concurrency detection scale very well,
and the hypothesis is confirmed using the results. Classification performs good,
while the value of the results is somewhat less relevant. More research has to
be carried out to clarify these results even further. So the first two research
subquestions are satisfied, and the third partly.

Considering the research results we can say the main research question can be
satisfied partly. Using the proposed solution we are able to determine which
ftmction calls are outliers, and we are partly able to determine whether a com-
bination of processed function calls (or a certain function call in concurrent situ-
ation) which causes an exception (which is an indicator for the exception-class)
can be predicted.

For Deloitte, this research gives more insight in outlier detection. At the mo-
ment, this is done by a static value; if a function call takes longer than three
seconds to complete, it is reported as an error. This could be improved using
the outlier detection algorithm from this thesis. The results of the concurrency
detection and the classification might give the system administrators more in-
sight into the system.

Overall we can say this research has mostly solved the research questions, and
fulfilled the goals of the research.
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